Abstract-In this paper, a novel combination of peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) reduction and channel estimation techniques for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems is addressed. In order to reduce the spectrum efficiency loss due the insertion of dedicated pilots for PAPR reduction issues, we propose to use some pilots dedicated for channel estimation to reduce the PAPR value. These pilots follow particular laws which allow their blind detection at the receiving side and avoid sending side information. At the receiver, based on these properties, the pilots are detected and channel estimation is then performed. The proposed laws operate in discrete domain to mitigate the performance degradation due to residual estimation error in continuous domain. Simulation results performed using the new DVB-T2 standard parameters show that the proposed approach gives better performance and higher spectral efficiency when compared to conventional Tone Reservation (TR) method.
INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been the subject of numerous dissertations in recent years, mainly due to its several advantages for mobile wireless communications such as high data rate transmission with high bandwidth efficiency, exceptional robustness to multi-path fading and low implementation complexity. It has been adopted in several standards such as IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.16a, ETSI HIPERLAN/2 and DVB [1] [2] .
However, OFDM system is not without its limitations [2] . The composite time signal in OFDM system is formed from the linear addition of independently modulated subcarriers. As a result, when the number of subcarriers is large, high amplitude peaks appear in the OFDM signal which induces a large Peakto-Average Power Ratio (PAPR). Usually, the OFDM signal passes through a non-linear power amplifier before its transmission over the channel. High PAPR value implies sophisticated high power amplifier (HPA) operating on a very large linear range at the transmitter. Otherwise, the nonlinearity of the HPA leads to in-band distortion, which increases the bit error rate (BER) of the system, and the out-of-band (OOB) distortion, which introduces high adjacent channel interference.
Various approaches have been proposed as resumed in [3] to mitigate the PAPR of an OFDM signal. Among them, clipping and filtering technique is easy to implement. However, this scheme decreases the system performance since clipping is a nonlinear process [4] . An alternative method is based on coding, in which a data sequence is embedded in a longer sequence and only a subset of all these possible sequences is used in order to exclude patterns generating high PAPR [5] . Moreover, other methods such as partial transmit sequence [6] , selected mapping [7] and interleaving [8] are also proposed. The main drawback of these methods is the necessity to transmit side information (SI) to the receiver, resulting in some loss of throughput efficiency. Some methods recently proposed do not need this SI transmission [9] [10] . Indeed, the active constellation extension (ACE) method is proposed in [9] . It reduces PAPR by changing the constellation of the signal without modifying the minimum distance. The tone reservation (TR) method is proposed by Tellado [10] which uses allocated subcarriers to generate additional signal that minimizes PAPR. These two methods have been already adopted for DVB-T2, the evolution of DVB-T standard. However, ACE technique increases the transmit signal power and its performance is rather restricted for a modulation with a large constellation size, while TR technique reduces the spectrum efficiency by the dedication process.
The minimization of PAPR in the TR method can be formulated as a convex optimization problem, which is modelized as a second order cone programming (SOCP) [11] . In this paper, we continue the work of [11] by investigating the TR method. The contribution of this paper is multifold. First, instead of using dedicated pilots for PAPR reduction, we propose to use existing pilots dedicated for channel estimation. In this way, we avoid the use ofTR pilots and improve spectral efficiency of the system. Second, in order to allow their recovery serving for channel estimation process at the receiver, these pilots have to follow particular laws. Additive law and multiplicative law are then proposed and investigated in this work. At the receiver, laws relating pilots at the transmitter are applied to detect and estimate transmitted pilots. Since the detection and the estimation of these pilots in continuous domain cause degradation, we propose to apply these laws in discrete domain. Third, we show by simulations the validity of our technique using DVB-T2 standard parameters. Its performance is compared to the SOCP technique proposed in [11] and the Walsh-Hadamard sequences technique proposed in [12] . This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly presents the OFDM system model and the PAPR statistics. In section III, a novel combined PAPR reduction and channel A novel combined P APR reduction and channel estimation approach for OFDM systems Abstract-In this paper, a novel combination of peak-to-average power ratio (P APR) reduction and channel estimation techniques for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems is addressed. In order to reduce the spectrum efficiency loss due the insertion of dedicated pilots for PAPR reduction issues, we propose to use some pilots dedicated for channel estimation to reduce the P APR value. These pilots follow particular laws which allow their blind detection at the receiving side and avoid sending side information. At the receiver, based on these properties, the pilots are detected and channel estimation is then performed. The proposed laws operate in discrete domain to mitigate the performance degradation due to residual estimation error in continuous domain. Simulation results performed using the new DVB-T2 standard parameters show that the proposed approach gives better performance and higher spectral efficiency when compared to conventional Tone Reservation (TR) method.
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Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been the subject of numerous dissertations in recent years, mainly due to its several advantages for mobile wireless communications such as high data rate transmission with high bandwidth efficiency, exceptional robustness to mUlti-path fading and low implementation complexity. It has been adopted in several standards such as IEEE 802.11 a, IEEE 802.l6a, ETSI HIPERLAN/2 and DVB [1] [2] .
However, OFDM system is not without its limitations [2] . The composite time signal in OFDM system is formed from the linear addition of independently modulated subcarriers. As a result, when the number of subcarriers is large, high amplitude peaks appear in the OFDM signal which induces a large Peakto-Average Power Ratio (PAPR). Usually, the OFDM signal passes through a non-linear power amplifier before its transmission over the channel. High P APR value implies sophisticated high power amplifier (HP A) operating on a very large linear range at the transmitter. Otherwise, the nonlinearity of the HP A leads to in-band distortion, which increases the bit error rate (BER) of the system, and the out-of-band (OOB) distortion, which introduces high adjacent channel interference.
Various approaches have been proposed as resumed in [3] to mitigate the P APR of an OFDM signal. Among them, clipping and filtering technique is easy to implement. However, this scheme decreases the system performance since clipping is a nonlinear process [4] . An alternative method is based on coding, in which a data sequence is embedded in a longer sequence and only a subset of all these possible sequences is used in order to exclude patterns generating high PAPR [5] . Moreover, other methods such as partial transmit sequence [6] , selected mapping [7] and interleaving [8] are also proposed. The main drawback of these methods is the necessity to transmit side information (SI) to the receiver, resulting in some loss of throughput efficiency. Some methods recently proposed do not need this SI transmission [9] [10] . Indeed, the active constellation extension (ACE) method is proposed in [9] . It reduces PAPR by changing the constellation of the signal without modifying the minimum distance. The tone reservation (TR) method is proposed by Tellado [10] which uses allocated subcarriers to generate additional signal that minimizes P APR. These two methods have been already adopted for DVB-T2, the evolution of DVB-T standard. However, ACE technique increases the transmit signal power and its performance is rather restricted for a modulation with a large constellation size, while TR technique reduces the spectrum efficiency by the dedication process.
The minimization of P APR in the TR method can be formulated as a convex optimization problem, which is modelized as a second order cone programming (SOCP) [11] . In this paper, we continue the work of [11] by investigating the TR method. The contribution of this paper is multifold. First, instead of using dedicated pilots for P APR reduction, we propose to use existing pilots dedicated for channel estimation. In this way, we avoid the use ofTR pilots and improve spectral efficiency of the system. Second, in order to allow their recovery serving for channel estimation process at the receiver, these pilots have to follow particular laws. Additive law and multiplicative law are then proposed and investigated in this work. At the receiver, laws relating pilots at the transmitter are applied to detect and estimate transmitted pilots. Since the detection and the estimation of these pilots in continuous domain cause degradation, we propose to apply these laws in discrete domain. Third, we show by simulations the validity of our technique using DVB-T2 standard parameters. Its performance is compared to the SOCP technique proposed in [11] and the W alsh-Hadamard sequences technique proposed in [12] . This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly presents the OFDM system model and the P APR statistics. In section III, a novel combined P APR reduction and channel estimation approach is presented. Simulation results and discussions are addressed in section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section V.
The OFDM baseband signal becomes III. NOVEL COMBINED PAPR REDUCTION WITH CHANNEL ESTIMATION APPROACH
For simulations, we consider L = 4 and used this approximation as a reference PAPR value of the original OFDM signal.
A. PAPR reduction
In this section, we propose to use the pilots dedicated to channel estimation for PAPR reduction. 
IN k=O
When the over-sampling factor L is large enough, the PAPR of the OFDM signal is defined as the ratio of its maximum power divided by its average power. It is expressed as [13] where j =H ,N denotes the number of subcarriers and Tis the original complex signal duration. In practice, only NL equidistant samples of x(t) are considered, where L represents the over-sampling factor. The over-sampled signal is then given by
where ZL is given by (3) where XL =QLXL' X L is the zero-padded vector of X , E{.} denotes expectation operation and QL is the inverse discrete Fourier transform matrix of size NL. QL is given by
e NL e (9) (5) then C, =Co + kQ At the transmitter, reducing PAPR tum out to the research of C minimizing PAPR{sL}' In continuous domain, i.e, C C C M , this is formulated as a SOCP problem [11] . At the receiver, C has to be recovered in order to allow channel estimation operation. So, these pilots must follow particulars law. We consider two cases 
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In this study, the PAPR performance is evaluated using the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). It is defined by the probability that the PAPR value exceeds a given threshold r. For L =1, it can be expressed as [11] CCDFpAPR{X (I) 
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It is demonstrated in [14] that real PAPR can be approximated when L = 4 by where Q denotes step between two consecutive pilots. 
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In this study, the P APR performance is evaluated using the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). It is defined by the probability that the P APR value exceeds a given threshold y. For L = 1, it can be expressed as [11] CCDFpAPR{X (I) 
:::::1-(1-e-r )N (5) It is demonstrated in [14] that real PAPR can be approximated when L = 4 by
::::: 1-(1-e-r )2.8N (6) For simulations, we consider L = 4 and used this approximation as a reference P APR value of the original OFDM signal.
III. NOVEL COMBINED PAPR REDUCTION WITH CHANNEL ESTIMATION APPROACH

A. PAPR reduction
In this section, we propose to use the pilots dedicated to channel estimation for P APR reduction. 
The OFDM baseband signal becomes (8) where Z L is given by 
e NL e (9) At the transmitter, reducing P APR tum out to the research of C minimizing PAP R{s J. In continuous domain, i.e. C C C M , this is formulated as a SOCP problem [11] . At the receiver, C has to be recovered in order to allow channel estimation operation. So, these pilots must follow particulars law. We consider two cases
•
Additive law:
• Multiplicative law:
where 0 denotes step between two consecutive pilots.
In comparison with [11] , this operation corresponds to an additional constraint on SOCP problem. At the receiver, estimating C and n in continuous domain can cause degradation of the system performance due to residual estimation error. We propose to perform this in discrete domain . The laws become :
• Additive law:
Then, channel frequency response for all subcarriers can be classically deduced by interpolation based on Wiener filtering .
For the second step, the channel response in the frequency domain is estimated at pilot positions as follows :
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IV. SIMULAnONS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation results are performed using DVB-T2 parameters. Some of the main parameters are resumed in table 1. The PAPR parameters of the proposed method, A, 17, ¢J and, are selected according to the simulation results . They will be specified in each scenario. (12) with Co =kJ¢ and n =ne"
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• Multiplicative law: (13) where A , 17, ¢J and~are in discrete domain. "Discrete domain" means that instead of searching SOCP solution in C space, we search it in a predefined discrete set.
At the receiver, C and n are detected and estimated. By quantifying them in discrete domain, A, 17, ¢J and~can be simply recovered.
B. Pilot recovery and channel estimation
Assuming a complex multiplicative channel , the received symbols in frequency domain are expressed as Multiplicative law gives better performance than the additive law. This is because in multiplicative law, all pilot In comparison with [11] , this operation corresponds to an additional constraint on SOCP problem. At the receiver, estimating C and Q in continuous domain can cause degradation of the system performance due to residual estimation error. We propose to perform this in discrete domain. The laws become:
with Co = kJ¢1 and Q = "elt.
with (12) (13) where A , ", fjJ and Ll are in discrete domain. "Discrete domain" means that instead of searching SOCP solution in C space, we search it in a predefined discrete set.
At the receiver, C and Q are detected and estimated. By quantifYing them in discrete domain, A, ", fjJ and Ll can be simply recovered.
Assuming a complex multiplicative channel, the received symbols in frequency domain are expressed as (14) where I refers to OFDM symbol index, HI denotes the N X N matrix containing the complex channel attenuation per subcarrier and Wi is the additive white Gaussian noise vector.
Pilot recovery and channel estimation procedures are performed in two steps:
• Determine the transmitted pilots C l ~ I
• Estimate the actual channel H
In order to accomplish the first step, we assume that the channel slightly change between two successive OFDM 
be estimated
For the second step, the channel response in the frequency domain is estimated at pilot positions as follows:
Then, channel frequency response for all subcarriers can be classically deduced by interpolation based on Wiener filtering.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation results are performed using DVB-T2 parameters. Some of the main parameters are resumed in table 1. The P APR parameters of the proposed method, A, ", fjJ and, are selected according to the simulation results. They will be specified in each scenario. Multiplicative law gives better performance than the additive law. This is because in multiplicative law, all pilot Figure 3 . CCDF performance as a function of A,M=8.
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maximum. Besides, we note that the performance of the proposed method is much better than the one of the OPS method proposed in [12] .
subcarriers are modulated with the same power. Moreover, multiplicative law is performed with fjJ and~in the discrete domain while additive law is performed in continuous domain. So in the discrete domain, this difference is still more important. Then, the multiplicative law presents better performance than the additive law in discrete domain. For the rest of this paper, we investigate the evaluation of the performance for multiplicative law in discrete domain.
B. Multiplicative law performance in discrete domain
We consider now multiplicative law in the discrete domain. Firstly, we present CCDF performance for fixed value of A and for fjJ and~varying from 0 to 27t with a step of 7t/8. The number of subcarriers used for PAPR reduction is always M=8. In this case, reducing PAPR is not a SOCP problem anymore but becomes a research of the optimum combination minimizing PAPR. At the receiver, pilots are not recovered by a systematic research (as the one presented in [12] ) but by a detection and estimation algorithm. These results are shown in figure 2. Finally, the performance in terms of PAPR gain is presented in figure 5, We note that the performance in discrete domain is slightly worse than the one of SOCP solution and it depends on the value ofA. Then, we present in figure 3 The system performance improves when the step of fjJ and becomes smaller. This is because the number of pilot combinations increases when this step decreases. For each value of this step, there exists one optimum value of A for which the PAPR gain in terms of CCDF reaches the The PAPR gam performance slightly decreases when M increases, but we note that the optimum value of A also decreases when M increases. This is important because it means that we can reduce pilot's power when increasing the number of subcarriers used for PAPR reduction.
Simulations results also show that the channel response is well estimated using this approach. As a consequence, this method allows avoiding the use of pilots dedicated for PAPR reduction, as TR pilots in DVB-T2 standard, improving also spectral efficiency.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel combined PAPR reduction and channel estimation method. Pilots dedicated for channel estimation have been used for both PAPR reduction and channel estimation purposes. These pilots followed subcarriers are modulated with the same power. Moreover, multiplicative law is performed with </J and Ll in the discrete domain while additive law is performed in continuous domain. So in the discrete domain, this difference is still more important. Then, the multiplicative law presents better performance than the additive law in discrete domain. For the rest of this paper, we investigate the evaluation of the performance for multiplicative law in discrete domain.
B. Multiplicative law performance in discrete domain
We consider now multiplicative law in the discrete domain. Firstly, we present CCDF performance for fixed value of A and for </J and Ll varying from 0 to 21t with a step of 1t/8. The number of subcarriers used for P APR reduction is always M=8. In this case, reducing P APR is not a SOCP problem anymore but becomes a research of the optimum combination minimizing P APR. At the receiver, pilots are not recovered by a systematic research (as the one presented in [12] ) but by a detection and estimation algorithm. These results are shown in figure 2.
-?- We note that the performance in discrete domain is slightly worse than the one of SOCP solution and it depends on the value of A. Then, we present in figure 3 [12] , named OPS method.
The system performance improves when the step of </J and Ll becomes smaller. This is because the number of pilot combinations increases when this step decreases. For each value of this step, there exists one optimum value of A for which the P APR gain in terms of CCDF reaches the maximum. Besides, we note that the performance of the proposed method is much better than the one of the OPS method proposed in [12] . Finally, the performance in terms of P APR gain is presented in figure 5 , for M=8, 16 and 32, for </J and Ll varying from 0 to 21t with step of 1t/8, 1t116 and 1t/32, as a function of A . increases, but we note that the optimum value of A also decreases when M increases. This is important because it means that we can reduce pilot's power when increasing the number of subcarriers used for P APR reduction. Simulations results also show that the channel response is well estimated using this approach. As a consequence, this method allows avoiding the use of pilots dedicated for P APR reduction, as TR pilots in DVB-T2 standard, improving also spectral efficiency.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel combined P APR reduction and channel estimation method. Pilots dedicated for channel estimation have been used for both P APR reduction and channel estimation purposes. These pilots followed particular laws in order to allow their detection at the receiver. Additive and multiplicative laws have been then investigated. By operating these laws in discrete domain, the system performance is improved because residual estimation error in continuous domain is avoided. Simulations showed that in discrete domain, multiplicative law is much better than additive law. Performance of the proposed method with multiplicative law in discrete domain was than evaluated using DVB-T2 parameters. Simulations shoed that it can achieve until 2.7dB in terms of PAPR gain. In comparison with DVB-T2 standard, proposed method presented better PAPR gain than the gradient method initially proposed in DVB-T2. In terms of spectral efficiency, proposed method avoided the use of dedicated pilots, which are equal to 1% of subcarriers in DVB-T2 standard specifications, improving also spectral efficiency of the system. particular laws in order to allow their detection at the receiver. Additive and multiplicative laws have been then investigated. By operating these laws in discrete domain, the system performance is improved because residual estimation error in continuous domain is avoided. Simulations showed that in discrete domain, multiplicative law is much better than additive law. Performance of the proposed method with multiplicative law in discrete domain was than evaluated using DVB-T2 parameters. Simulations shoed that it can achieve until2.7dB in terms of P APR gain. In comparison with DVB-T2 standard, proposed method presented better P APR gain than the gradient method initially proposed in DVB-T2. In terms of spectral efficiency, proposed method avoided the use of dedicated pilots, which are equal to 1 % of subcarriers in DVB-T2 standard specifications, improving also spectral efficiency of the system.
